In this paper, a real-time, dynamic three-dimensional (3D) shape reconstruction scheme based on the Fourier-transform profilometry (FTP) method is achieved with a short-wave infrared (SWIR) indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) camera for monitoring applications in low illumination environments. A SWIR 3D shape reconstruction system is built for generating and acquiring the SWIR two-dimensional (2D) fringe pattern of the target. The depth information of the target is reconstructed by employing an improved FTP method, which has the advantages of high reconstruction accuracy and speed. The maximum error in depth for static 3D shape reconstruction is 1.15 mm for a plastic model with a maximum depth of 36 mm. Meanwhile, a real-time 3D shape reconstruction with a frame rate of 25 Hz can be realized by this system, which has great application prospects in real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction, such as low illumination monitoring. In addition, for real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction, without considering the edge areas, the maximum error in depth among all frames is 1.42 mm for a hemisphere with a depth of 35 mm, and the maximum error of the average of all frames in depth is 0.52 mm.
Introduction
The three-dimensional (3D) shape reconstruction technique can reconstruct actual 3D targets, which can be divided into contact type and non-contact type [1] . The optical 3D shape reconstruction technique is a kind of widespread non-contact technique using optical images as a means of detection and transmitting information. It possesses the advantages of large range, non-contact, high-speed, high precision, as well as great system flexibility [2] . Currently, the optical 3D shape reconstruction technique is widely used in the fields of industrial inspection, machine vision, biomedicine, digital museum, etc. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Optical 3D shape reconstruction techniques can be classified into two categories: the passive type and the active type. The passive optical 3D shape reconstruction technique does not introduce active light source for illumination, rather, it uses computer vision to extract 3D features of targets from image shadows, textures, and contours in most cases. The active optical 3D shape reconstruction technique illuminates the target by an active light source and is achieved by spatial or
Methods
In this paper, an improved FTP method is applied to achieve real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction.
For this improved FTP method, the optical geometry is the same as the conventional FTP method and can be divided into crossed-optical-axes geometry and parallel-optical-axes geometry. Here, the SWIR 3D shape reconstruction is built using the crossed-optical-axes geometry, and the geometry is shown in Figure 1 . In crossed-optical-axes geometry, the optical axes of the projector and the camera lie in the same plane and intersect a point on the surface of the target. As can be seen from Figure 1 , the optical axis of the projector crosses the other optical axis at point on the surface of the target. The camera and projector lens are located on the plane , where point on the surface of the target is located on a plane parallel to . is the center of the pupil for the projector, and is the center of the pupil for the camera. In addition, ( , ) is the pixel coordinate of the target on the plane . Assuming that the intensity distribution of the projected fringe pattern is a cosine function along the x-axis, then the deformed fringe pattern modulated by the surface of the target can be given as ( , ) = ( , ) + ( , ) 2 + ( , ) = ( , ) + ( , )
( 2 ) + * ( , ) (− 2 ),
where ( , ) is the intensity distribution of background light, ( , ) is the amplitude intensity, is the carrier frequency, and ( , ) contains phase information to be extracted. Next, a 2D Fourier transform of Equation (1) is obtained through fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm as ( , ) = , + − ,
where , , − , , and * ( + , ) are the Fourier spectra of ( , ) , ( , ) ( 2 ) , and * ( , ) (− 2 ) , respectively. , is the zero frequency component corresponding to the intensity distribution of background light.
− , is the fundamental frequency component corresponding to the phase information to be extracted.
For the conventional FTP method [26] [27] [28] , a filter is designed to extract the fundamental frequency component and move it to the coordinate origin of the spectrum plane for inverse Fourier transform. Where for improved FTP method here, the fundamental frequency component is extracted for inverse Fourier transform without moving it to the coordinate origin of the spectrum plane
Here, the package phase distribution ( , ) is set as the superposition of the target phase distribution ( , ) and the carrier frequency phase distribution 2 , and can be expressed as
Then, a logarithmic operation is applied on Equation (3) and an equation is obtained as In crossed-optical-axes geometry, the optical axes of the projector and the camera lie in the same plane and intersect a point on the surface of the target. As can be seen from Figure 1 , the optical axis E P O of the projector crosses the other optical axis E c O at point O on the surface of the target. The camera and projector lens are located on the plane P 1 , where point O on the surface of the target is located on a plane P 2 parallel to P 1 . E P is the center of the pupil for the projector, and E c is the center of the pupil for the camera. In addition, (x, y) is the pixel coordinate of the target on the plane P 2 .
Assuming that the intensity distribution of the projected fringe pattern is a cosine function along the x-axis, then the deformed fringe pattern modulated by the surface of the target can be given as
where a(x, y) is the intensity distribution of background light, b(x, y) is the amplitude intensity, f 0 is the carrier frequency, and ϕ(x, y) contains phase information to be extracted. Next, a 2D Fourier transform of Equation (1) is obtained through fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm as
where A f x , f y , C f x − f 0 , f y , and C * f x + f 0 , f y are the Fourier spectra of a(x, y), c(x, y)exp(i2π f 0 x), 
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Here, the package phase distribution ψ(x, y) is set as the superposition of the target phase distribution ϕ(x, y) and the carrier frequency phase distribution 2π f 0 x, and can be expressed as
Then, a logarithmic operation is applied on Equation (3) and an equation is obtained as
Here, the logarithmic operation is used to extract the exponential term containing the unwrapping phase. Then, the unwrapping phase of ϕ(x, y) can be obtained by subtracting the unwrapping phase of 2π f 0 x from the unwrapping phase of ψ(x, y). Here, the purpose of not separating the target phase distribution from the carrier frequency phase distribution in the improved FTP method is to reduce the error ratio during the phase unwrapping process, for the presence of the carrier frequency is beneficial to obtain the correct quality map [29] . After phase unwrapping, the depth distribution h(x, y) can be converted by the unwrapping phase ϕ(x, y) through
where a is the distance between plane P 1 and P 2 while b is the distance between the center of the pupils for camera and projector. Generally, the improved FTP method in this paper has two significant advantages. On one hand, the error ratio during the phase unwrapping process can be reduced by this method, which leads to satisfactory reconstruction result. On the other hand, the 2D background fringe pattern can be extracted from the image of 2D deformed fringe pattern without capturing a new image, which leads to higher speed.
Experimental Setup and Results
The schematic of the 3D shape reconstruction system is shown in Figure 2a . It consists of a fiber laser, a fiber holder, a plano-convex spherical lens, a grating, an imaging lens and a SWIR camera. The light source in the 3D shape reconstruction system is a 1550-nm fiber laser, and the power of the laser is 30 mW. The plano-convex spherical lens has a diameter of 50 mm and a focal length of 100 mm. As for the grating, it is a transmission grating with a size of 20 × 20 mm, the grating period is 4 line-pair per millimeter, and its peak transmission is achieved at 1550 nm. Further, the imaging lens of the projection part has a focal length of 35 mm. This system is a crossed-optical-axes system, and as can be seen, the optical axis of the SWIR camera and the axis of the projection system are converged at the surface of the target. The fiber of the fiber laser is fixed on a fiber holder, and then the light source here can be regarded as a point light source. Laser emitted from the fiber laser passes through the plano-convex spherical lens and becomes a collimated beam, then the beam is irradiated through the grating and the fringe pattern is projected onto the surface of the target through the imaging lens. The deformed fringe pattern on the surface of the target is obtained by the SWIR camera. The size of field of view for SWIR camera is 500 × 500 mm at the target plane, which is the measuring range of the 3D shape reconstruction system as well. Figure 2b shows the photograph of the 3D shape reconstruction system. target is recorded as the reference pattern, for targets can be reconstructed based on the fringe pattern of the same background image in the same scene with less errors caused by system mapping. Then, the selected targets are placed into the 3D shape reconstruction system in turn. Adjusting the focal length of the imaging lens in the projection system to ensure that the fringe patterns projected onto the surface of the targets are clear each time, and these deformed fringe patterns are precisely recorded by the SWIR camera, as shown in Figure 3f -j. Fringe pattern phase extraction is applied by using the improved FTP method, the 2D phase maps of the targets shown in Figure 4a -e are wrapped into [−π, π]. In order to achieve 3D shape reconstruction on these targets, phase unwrapping is performed on the previously obtained phase It should be noted that the SWIR camera used here is independently developed based on the indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) sensor designed by Shanghai Institute of Technical Physics (SITP). The spectral range of the InGaAs sensor is from 900 to 1700 nm and the resolution of it is 640 × 512 pixels. The sensor used is a backside illumination type using planar structure and has no guard ring, the pixel pitch is 25 µm, and the spacing between neighboring pixels is 5 µm. Other than that, the SWIR camera based on the sensor has an adjustable imaging frame rate up to 400 Hz, and the imaging lens of it has a focal length of 25 mm and an F-number of 1.4.
Here, static 3D shape reconstruction on different targets is carried out first. Several plaster models of eye, doll, hand, and lip, and one real human face are chosen as targets. In order to show the characteristic of concealability, these models are captured by a visible camera during experiment, and are shown in Figure 3a -e. As can be seen from the figures, the projected fringe patterns are invisible in visible images, which indicates that it is concealed to human eyes. Here, the real human face with complex shape, is chosen as one of the targets to prove the eye-safe characteristic of SWIR, and it is more similar to the target in monitoring application. In order to obtain clear imaging results, these targets are placed at an appropriate distance from the 3D shape reconstruction system. Before putting these targets into the 3D shape reconstruction system, the background fringe pattern without target is recorded as the reference pattern, for targets can be reconstructed based on the fringe pattern of the same background image in the same scene with less errors caused by system mapping. Then, the selected targets are placed into the 3D shape reconstruction system in turn. Adjusting the focal length of the imaging lens in the projection system to ensure that the fringe patterns projected onto the surface of the targets are clear each time, and these deformed fringe patterns are precisely recorded by the SWIR camera, as shown in Figure 3f Fringe pattern phase extraction is applied by using the improved FTP method, the 2D phase maps of the targets shown in Figure 4a -e are wrapped into [−π, π]. In order to achieve 3D shape reconstruction on these targets, phase unwrapping is performed on the previously obtained phase Fringe pattern phase extraction is applied by using the improved FTP method, the 2D phase maps of the targets shown in Figure 4a -e are wrapped into [−π, π]. In order to achieve 3D shape reconstruction on these targets, phase unwrapping is performed on the previously obtained phase maps, and the phase is converted to depth at last. The errors generated from phase extraction and unwrapping reduce the accuracy and result in lower performance of the 3D shape reconstruction. Actually, the errors often come from two aspects in most cases, one is the abrupt depth changes on the surface of the target, and the other is the shadows on the surface of the target. The 3D shape reconstruction images of these targets are shown in Figure 4f -j, and all these targets are reconstructed well. As can be seen from Figure 4f , though the eye is successfully reconstructed, the result is a bit rough, with many details not revealed because of the intrinsic drawback of FTP algorithm. A rough 3D shape reconstruction result of eye is due to that the contour is complex with some abrupt depth changes on its surface, as well as the shadows on it. Where in Figure 4g ,h, the 3D shape reconstruction results of doll and hand are much better than the result of eye, but still not perfect. The contours of doll and hand are as complex as the eye, but they are very smooth with fewer shadows on their surface. Therefore, the reconstruction results of them are much better than the eye. As for the lip in Figure 4i , relatively speaking, the 3D shape reconstruction result has the best performance among all results, and most of the details are satisfactorily reconstructed. Compared with those targets mentioned above, the contour of the lip is the simplest and clearest, and almost with no abrupt depth changes and shadows, which leads to a near perfect 3D shape reconstruction result. Besides, as can be seen from Figure 4j , satisfactory 3D shape reconstruction result has been achieved for the real human face, and the outlines of eye, nose, mouth, and even hair are well reconstructed with their depths close to reality. Based on the result, it is confirmed that the 3D shape reconstruction system is applicable in monitoring applications. 
Accuracy Evaluation of Static 3D Shape Reconstruction
For 3D shape reconstruction, reconstruction accuracy is always the key indicator. It is necessary to make an evaluation on the reconstruction accuracy of the 3D shape reconstruction system, and the achievable depth accuracy here is used to characterize the reconstruction accuracy.
To carry out the achievable depth accuracy test, a plastic model shaped like a gourd is chosen as the target in the 3D shape reconstruction system as shown in Figure 5a . The target is placed at a proper position from the 3D shape reconstruction system, and the focal length of the projection system and the SWIR camera are properly adjusted. Then, the fringe patterns can be clearly projected onto the plastic model surface and the deformed fringe patterns on the surface of the plastic model can be taken by the SWIR camera clearly. Figure 5b shows the 2D deformed fringe pattern image modulated by the plastic model, and the 2D phase map of the plastic model shown in Figure 5c is obtained by applying the improved FTP method on the 2D deformed fringe pattern image. Then, phase unwrapping process is carried out on the 2D phase map, and the phase is converted to depth for obtaining the 3D shape reconstruction image shown in Figure 5d . As can be seen from Figure 5a , there are abrupt depth changes at the edge of the target, which will cause great trouble in the case of 3D shape reconstruction and lead to large reconstruction errors, as proven in Figure 5d . Therefore, the reconstruction accuracy is evaluated using only the part varying evenly and gently without the edge of the target, where the maximum depth is 36 mm, and the part is regarded as effective part. For this effective part, the depth distribution of it is smooth and with no abrupt depth changes, a 3D shape reconstruction with satisfactory results can be obtained through the improved FTP method. Figure 5e shows the reconstructed depth distribution at the symmetry axis of the effective part comparing with the true values measured by a 3D surface profilometer. The 3D surface profilometer is LJ-X8200 manufactured by Keyence with an accuracy of 1 μm and a resolution of 0.1 μm in depth, and it worked on a principle of laser triangulation. Figure 5e indicates that the reconstructed depth distribution at the symmetry axis of the effective part is not completely the same as the real depth distribution, there are depth errors between them. These depth errors are extracted as shown in Figure 5f . Since the normal of the edge of the effective part is almost perpendicular to the line of sight, the reflectance here is rather low. Therefore, it is inevitable that large depth errors exist here, and Figure 5e shows the reconstructed depth distribution at the symmetry axis of the effective part comparing with the true values measured by a 3D surface profilometer. The 3D surface profilometer is LJ-X8200 manufactured by Keyence with an accuracy of 1 µm and a resolution of 0.1 µm in depth, and it worked on a principle of laser triangulation. Figure 5e indicates that the reconstructed depth distribution at the symmetry axis of the effective part is not completely the same as the real depth distribution, there are depth errors between them. These depth errors are extracted as shown in Figure 5f . Since the normal of the edge of the effective part is almost perpendicular to the line of sight, the reflectance here is rather low. Therefore, it is inevitable that large depth errors exist here, and Figure 5f proves that as the maximum depth error at the edge is approximately 2.3 mm. Regardless of the depth errors at the edge of the effective part with low reflectance, the maximum depth error can be up to 1.15 mm, and it appears in the valley of the effective part, which also has a low reflectance. In areas where the depth variation is gentle and the reflectance is uniform, the maximum depth error does not exceed 0.5 mm, and hence it can be stated that the 3D shape reconstruction system here provides a high accuracy.
Real-time Dynamic 3D Shape Reconstruction
Different from the static 3D shape reconstruction, real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction is not aimed at fixed targets, and the targets are often in regular or irregular motion. As time goes by, the position of the target will change accordingly. Since the target may be moving at any time, in order to record 2D deformed fringe patterns real-timely, a camera with an appropriate frame rate is necessary. Here, for the SWIR camera, the adjusted frame rate can be up to 400 Hz, which is fully able to meet the requirement. In the meantime, the 3D shape reconstruction also needs to be real-time, which means it is essential to achieve 3D shape reconstruction based on only one deformed fringe pattern with high speed. In addition to this, the ability of reconstructing the target at different positions based on the fringe pattern distribution of the same background image in the same scene is also needed. Coincidently, the above requirements are precisely the advantages of the improved FTP method employed in this paper, so the improved FTP method is well suited for real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction.
In order to avoid unnecessary reconstruction errors and highlight the dynamic characteristics of the 3D shape reconstruction system, here a pendulum ball with low complexity is utilized as the target. The upper end of the rope of the pendulum ball is tied high, and the ball swings in the vertical projection direction of the fringe pattern projected area. The lens of the projection system is adjusted to ensure that the fringe patterns projected to the pendulum ball are clear, and meantime the imaging lens of SWIR camera is adjusted in order that the camera can obtain clear deformed fringe patterns. Here, considering the speed of 3D shape reconstruction, a frame rate of 25 Hz is set for the SWIR camera to record the 2D deformed fringe patterns of the whole motion of the pendulum ball. Figure 6a -e show the 2D deformed fringe patterns of the pendulum ball at frames 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18. projection direction of the fringe pattern projected area. The lens of the projection system is adjusted to ensure that the fringe patterns projected to the pendulum ball are clear, and meantime the imaging lens of SWIR camera is adjusted in order that the camera can obtain clear deformed fringe patterns. Here, considering the speed of 3D shape reconstruction, a frame rate of 25 Hz is set for the SWIR camera to record the 2D deformed fringe patterns of the whole motion of the pendulum ball. Figure  6a -e show the 2D deformed fringe patterns of the pendulum ball at frames 6, 9, 12, 15 , and 18. Generally, the dynamic pendulum ball is always reconstructed with small deformation, and the small deformation here is caused by the motion of the pendulum ball during the integration time of the SWIR camera. The longer the integration time is, the greater the motion amplitude of the pendulum ball per frame is, which will cause more serious deformation in 3D shape reconstruction. Therefore, shortening the integration time can solve this problem effectively and achieve a better 3D shape reconstruction result. However, shortening the integration time without adjusting the frame rate of the camera often causes discontinuity in real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction, so the frame rate of the camera should be increased while shortening the integration time. Besides, high frame rate and short integration time of the SWIR camera lead to a stronger light source to ensure that the camera can obtain clear fringe patterns. Hence, the integration time of the SWIR camera is set to 1 ms, and the frame rate is set to 25 Hz. Further, a 1550-nm fiber laser with a power of 30 mW is chosen as the light source. Based on the fringe patterns obtained before, real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstructions are carried out using an improved FTP method, and the phase map of the pendulum ball at these frames are shown in Figure 7a -e, with the results of the real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction shown in Figure 7f -j. In addition, the video of 2D deformed fringe patterns versus real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction results is provided as Supplementary Video S1. According to Figure 7f -j and video as well as the analysis above, it can be concluded that the 3D shape reconstruction system is fully capable of achieving real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction. Generally, the dynamic pendulum ball is always reconstructed with small deformation, and the small deformation here is caused by the motion of the pendulum ball during the integration time of the SWIR camera. The longer the integration time is, the greater the motion amplitude of the pendulum ball per frame is, which will cause more serious deformation in 3D shape reconstruction. Therefore, shortening the integration time can solve this problem effectively and achieve a better 3D shape reconstruction result. However, shortening the integration time without adjusting the frame rate of the camera often causes discontinuity in real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction, so the frame rate of the camera should be increased while shortening the integration time. Besides, high frame rate and short integration time of the SWIR camera lead to a stronger light source to ensure that the camera can obtain clear fringe patterns. Hence, the integration time of the SWIR camera is set to 1 ms, and the frame rate is set to 25 Hz. Further, a 1550-nm fiber laser with a power of 30 mW is chosen as the light source. Based on the fringe patterns obtained before, real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstructions are carried out using an improved FTP method, and the phase map of the pendulum ball at these frames are shown in Figure 7a -e, with the results of the real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction shown in Figure 7f -j. In addition, the video of 2D deformed fringe patterns versus real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction results is provided as Supplementary Video S1. According to Figure 7f-j and video as well as the analysis above, it can be concluded that the 3D shape reconstruction system is fully capable of achieving real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction. 
Accuracy Evaluation of Real-Time Dynamic 3D Shape Reconstruction
After the implementation of real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction, it is essential to quantify the accuracy. The pendulum ball used in this work is well suited for accuracy evaluation.
For real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction, different integration times and frame rates of the SWIR camera may cause different degrees of deformation of the target according to the analysis above, which lead to different errors in depth. In this section, the accuracy evaluation is applied on the results reconstructed from the image obtained by the SWIR camera with an integration time of 
For real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction, different integration times and frame rates of the SWIR camera may cause different degrees of deformation of the target according to the analysis above, which lead to different errors in depth. In this section, the accuracy evaluation is applied on the results reconstructed from the image obtained by the SWIR camera with an integration time of 1 ms and a frame rate of 25 Hz. Further, in the process of accuracy evaluation, it is found that the errors also change with the motion of the pendulum ball. Consequently, accuracy evaluation is performed on each frame during the motion of the pendulum ball to find the maximum error in depth. Five consecutive frames are chosen from all frames for analyzing the changes in reconstruction results among frames. Finally, all frames are averaged to obtain the average errors in depth for analysis. Since the active light source can only illuminate one side of the pendulum ball, the result obtained by the real-time dynamic reconstruction is a hemisphere with a depth of 35 mm, then the accuracy evaluation is also carried out on the hemisphere. Here the row that crosses the center of the hemisphere is taken to evaluate the accuracy.
The rows that cross the center of the hemisphere are extracted in all frames from the real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction results to compare with the real value. Then a maximum error in depth at the edge with low reflectance of 7.38 mm is found. Meanwhile, in areas with high reflectance, the maximum error is 1.42 mm. The reconstructed depth distributions of rows in the five chosen frames are shown in Figure 8a . It is obvious that the reconstructed depth distributions of rows in these frames are close to each other, which indicates that applying accuracy evaluation by averaging the reconstructed depth distributions of all rows from all frames is reasonable. Then, rows extracted from all frames are averaged, and a row which represents the average depth distribution of all rows can be obtained. Figure 8b shows the average reconstructed depth distribution versus true values at the row that crosses the center the hemisphere, and the error between them is extracted, as shown in Figure 8c . As can be seen from Figure 8c , the maximum value for average errors in depth at the edge is 5.44 mm, which is influenced by the low reflectance. Except for the edge areas, the maximum value of average errors in depth is 0.54 mm due to high reflectance and the absence of abrupt depth change. This explains why the proposed system can provide high accuracy during real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction.
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Conclusions
In this paper, a real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction scheme based on the FTP method is achieved for monitoring applications in low illumination environments by using a SWIR InGaAs camera. To obtain the SWIR 2D fringe pattern, a SWIR 3D shape reconstruction system is built. An improved FTP method is applied for realizing the 3D shape reconstruction. Static 3D shape reconstruction is carried out on several models. After that, the achievable accuracy of the 3D shape reconstruction system is evaluated by using a plastic model as the target. Then, a real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction on a pendulum ball with a frame rate of 25 Hz are realized, and the achievable accuracy is evaluated. The SWIR 3D shape reconstruction mentioned in this paper can obtain excellent real-time dynamic 3D shape reconstruction results, which may promote the development of the 3D shape reconstruction in SWIR band. Furthermore, SWIR 3D shape reconstruction can be pushed to a broader field, such as monitoring, by this work based on the characteristics of SWIR. 
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